BATES WINS IN BAY STATE

The chapel was comfortably filled last Friday evening for the second reading of the What This Organization is Doing For The Students—The Carnival

BATES OUTING CLUB

Last year for the first time in the history of Bates College an organization was formed for the purpose of "The Bates Outing Club," was originated. The purpose of this club was to arouse the student interest and also to make the most of the opportunities this year of the many "in-door sports" so prevalent during the winter months. Although there was an experiment at Bates, the club proved to be a great success.
All the boys enjoy tennis and baseball in the spring, but both football and cross-country are proving to be favorites. What sport can be participated in during the dry season? The answer is that there are many exclusively winter sports, many exclusively summer sports, and others which are enjoyed both in seasons. Both teams played fast, snappy baseball, and both showed a high speed of the action.

GIRLS' INTER-COLLAGE SERIES
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SOCIALISTIC SOPHISTRIES

Bates College has had an opportunity to hear the evidence in favor of the modern revolution of the Socialists. In public debate, the Socialist leader and orator, Harry Lauder, presented the strongest known arguments in favor of his Utopia. Utopian's speech, based upon a condemnation of Capitalism in isolated instances, well represented the attitude of the Socialist party. A sand-box attack on an existing system solely on the basis of occasional facts. Professor Carroll alluded to his opponent with the truth that "handpicked evidence constitutes the greatest lie conceivable," an accusation which goes to the very heart of Socialism.

Although challenged to do so, Lauder either did not or could not show how Socialism would work in actual operation, whether it would be adopted by revolution, and how leaders would be selected. The whole debate demonstrated unmistakably that Socialism, driven out in the open and subjected to the test of facts, cannot stand upon its own merits.

America has had enough destructive pipewranks, and our system of industry has too long been declared worthless by those who refuse to see the successful whole rather than the occasional flaw. As a climax before plans for betterment, there is no more rational argument, especially in view of Socialism's doctrine shuts out the true vision of a successful Capitalism.

Bates can render no better service than to show up the teaching of Lauder and his kind, as detrimental to this or any other country.

THE BATES OUTING CLUB

Bates is in the midst of the second annual carnival of our Outing Club, hence a few words concerning the club itself may be amiss.

 Started by the efforts of a small group of far-sighted men, the Outing Club is daily gaining in strength and popularity. It is a college need for outdoor activity which is of prime importance, and it is placing Bates on the map as a progressive college which is keeping up with the times.

The individual club member, and the term includes practically all of us, has at hand plenty of opportunity for securing all kinds of healthy exercise more or less with real sport. Have you spent any time on the links, kept in condition by the club? Have you shot down that sporty little ski jump and felt yourself sail through the air, upside down or otherwise? Have you ever swung over the rope at the Cairo? These are some of the many activities of the club.

The climate of Chicago is certainly right when he said, "Too much fresh air is just enough!"

A club which gets its members out doors for fun is not only beneficial to them, but is doing a real service to the college.

The club is doing all this, and deserves the support of every one of us.

The call of the outdoors is a great call, but that call is ably answered by the agency of the Bates Outing Club.

WHAT IS WHEN

Friday, Feb. 23
Mens' Night. Hosts to Fess Hall. Hockey, Springfield, 8:10, skating after the game.

Wednesday, March 1
Outing Club Carnival, SkatingWhen.

Wednesdays, April 13, 20, 27 and May 11
Grand Masquarade and Skating Party

Wednesday, March 2
Basketball, N. H. State at Durham, 1:30.

Thursday, March 3
Chequeancy City, Hall.

Tuesday, March 8
Mountaintop Convention.

Saturday, March 6
Carnival at Bates (Fortune Walter). Larry Scree in "Hello Walter."

THE BATES OUTING CLUB

Between Edward Little and High School.

Spring is coming to be the lost of the entire college. The skating season is to be lighted by colors, and a fine spectator effort is promised. There is to be a band in attendance, to add to the general good time and to cheer the skaters at they recover from their exertions.

Those in charge of the Carnival have already potted and ready to grow.

The next meeting of the club will be after the annual assembly of all the classes.

THE CIVIL War PROJECT

Of class of 1877, is serving as a lieutenant in the Lincoln Baptist Church.

Rev. Howard A. Welch, recent graduate of Bates in 1912, M. D., is now the general secretary of the Second Baptist Church.

This year the club has met in this chapel, Sunday afternoon, President Thomas D. Sale.
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What Is Air Pressure?

The air is composed of molecules. They constantly bump into you from all sides. A thousand taps by a thousand knuckles will close a barn door. A guy who runs on Pike's Peak has to work very hard to run the same course as one who runs at sea level. Why? Because there are more molecules of air on the face at sea-level than on Pike's Peak. Why? Because there are more molecules touching you there.

Take away all the air pressure and you have a perfect vacuum. A perfect vacuum has never been produced, and you never actually produce a vacuum. In the best vacuum obtainable there are still over two million molecules of air per cubic centimeter, or about as many as there are people on the whole earth.

Host a substance in a vacuum and you may discover properties not revealed under ordinary pressure. A new field for scientific expansion is opened.

Into this field, the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Company have penetrated. Thus far the chemists in the Research Laboratories studied the distribution of heated metals by the flow of molecules. What happened to the glowing filament of a light bulb gives us a chance to observe such a flow. The interior of the filament is hot, so the glowing metal is at a high temperature and vaporizes and diffuses to the glass. If you make a drawing of this process, you will see that the molecules and atoms move about, collide with the glass, and deposit on the glass.

The reason this process is known is that we can observe the collisions between the molecules of a gas or a liquid and a solid surface. The collisions produce a pressure, called the molecular or gas pressure. The pressure is noticed in the ordinary way as a change in boiling point or freezing point, or in the ease with which a liquid or gas is compressed. This pressure is called the chemical pressure of the gas or liquid.

In general, the more rapidly a gas or liquid is heated, the more rapidly it expands and the more rapidly it moves, and the more rapidly it deposits on a solid surface. The tendency of the molecules to deposit is called the chemical pressure of the gas or liquid.

If the gas or liquid is not heated, it does not deposit on the solid surface, and hence the chemical pressure is zero. The chemical pressure of a gas or liquid is a function of its temperature and is not related to its chemical composition.

The chemical pressure of a gas or liquid is a function of its temperature and is not related to its chemical composition.
**FOURTY-LOVE**

The Young Lady Across the Campus says: "I think we ought to be proud if our basketball team did such excellent work on its Massachusetts trip."

**STUDENTS-ATTENTION**

If you need arm breeches, shirts, wrap patens, leather patens, turtur, army shoes, heavy socks, light weight socks, raincoats, or anything in the camping line

**WE HAVE THEM**

JOHNSON-NUTE CO.

14 Main Street

Near the bridge

Mail orders prepaid

**VICTOR NEWS CO.**

Book Store, Stationery and Periodicals

Fishing Tackle, Bar Room Goods

Confectionery and Cigars

46 ASH STREET

Open every Day

**STEAM GLOBE LAUNDRY**

QUALITY WORK

QUALITY SERVICE

Agent, F. H. Brown, 21

Established...

**OSGOOD'S**

Diamons, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass and Silverware

Complete line of

LIVERPOOL LINEN

ILL L.N. ST., Lewiston

**TYPEWRITERS**

of all makes for Sale and Rent.

Public Stenographers and Multi-

Typists

JOHN G. WEST

25 LION STREET

**THE SPARKEY**

**CONFECTIONERY COMPANY**

PROCTOR & PARSONS

Electrical Contractors

All Kinds of Electrical Work

290 Main Street, Lewiston, Me.

Telephone 1424 W

**FLAG & PLUMMER**

**DORA CLARK TASH**

Special Rates to College Students

Opposite Chase Hall

113 Main Street LEBISTQN, Me.

**DIAMONDS**

Jewelry and Optometrist

WATERS

**RESCUE YOUR MEMORANDUMS**

Greeting cards and en-

surround your letter

ALBERT BUCKS, A.G.

Room 10 Tucker Hall

**THE NEW ENGLAND**

**TEACHERS' AGENCY**

Largest East of Boston

George Whitehead

Ernest E. Higgins, Asst. Manager

230 Portland St.

**PORTLAND, MAINE**

**GIRLS—ATTENTION**

why go downtown when you
can get Bling Trimmed and

Rhine Gold Jewelry

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

Chase Hall

**WRIGHT & DITSON**

BASEBALL

EQUIPMENT IS "BEST"

Base Films. Highly guaranteed. Bats of finest workmanship

MAKS.-C. G. W..W., W. R. M. B., BART. SHOES. UNIFORMS

WANTED FOR HOG ROLL CALL.

WRIGHT & DITSON

344 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

**BIRKY PAPER COMPANY**

Distributors for

Kodak Photos Supplies

DENISON DECORATIVE PAPERS

WATERMAN'S IDEAL FOUNTAIN PENS

to LISBON STREET.

**PEOPLE'S SHOE SHOP**

OLD SHOES MADE LIKE NEW

RUBBERS AND TENNIS SHOES

MUSCIMUS AND ATHLETIC SHOES

5 College St., and 66 Sabattus St., Lewiston, Me.

Phone 3877 W

E. Bixler, Prop.